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Agenda
• DOJ Enforcement Trends and
Developments: What They Mean for
Investigation and Litigation Strategy
• The Continuing Emphasis on
Materiality in the Wake of Escobar
• Case Developments and Impacts
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2017 FCA Recoveries
• Over $3.7 billion recovered in FCA
settlements or judgments in 2017
• Eight consecutive years of recovery
exceeding $3 billion
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Number of New FCA Matters
• 799 new FCA cases filed in 2017
• Eighth consecutive year where
over 700 new cases were filed
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Qui Tam Activity Consistent
• Qui tam actions continue to be the
majority of suits filed under FCA
– FY 2017: Whistleblowers initiated
approximately 84% of the FCA cases
• average of more than 12 new cases
every week

– 7th consecutive year in which relators
filed 600 or more matters
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Qui Tam Recoveries High
• Over $425 million recovered from
suits where government declined
to intervene
– 11% of total FCA recoveries in FY 2017
– 2nd highest recovery in nonintervened cases
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Expanded Scope of FCA Liability
• FCA liability is being applied to new
classes of defendants
– Third-party FCA liability to surety
companies, private equity sponsors, and
auditors
• U.S. ex rel. Scollick v. Narula
– No. 14-CV-01339-RCL, 2017 WL 3268857 (D.D.C. July
31, 2017).

• U.S. ex. rel. Medrano v. Diabetic Care RX,
LLC
– No. 15-CV-62617 (S.D. Fla. Feb. 16, 2018)

• Opioid Crisis
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DOJ Policies - Granston Memo
• Background: per 31 USC § 3730(C)(2)(A),
the government has the right to dismiss
a qui tam action over the objections of
the relator
– but less than 1% of cases are dismissed under
this provision

• January 2018: Granston memo provides
bases for DOJ lawyers to seek dismissal
of non-intervened qui tam cases that
“lack substantial merit”
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DOJ Policies - Granston Memo (cont’d)
Seven factors to guide dismissal:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The legal theory in the complaint is inherently
defective or the factual allegations are frivolous;
The relator is providing only duplicative information
and dismissal would prevent an “unwarranted
windfall” to the relator
The qui tam action threatens to interfere with agency
policies and programs;
The case may lead to an unfavorable precedent or
may interfere with DOJ’s ongoing litigation;
Dismissal is necessary to protect classified information
or matters of national security;
The Department’s costs are expected to exceed any
expected gains;
The relator has obstructed the government’s ability to
adequately investigate the claims.
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DOJ Policies - Granston Memo
(cont’d)

• Impact of Granston Memo
– Increase in government dismissals?
– More leverage for defendants to
convince DOJ not to intervene?
– Increase in relators abandoning those
cases that could involve the
enumerated factors?
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DOJ Policies - Brand Memo
• January 2018: agency guidance documents
DO NOT create binding requirements not
in existing statute or regulation
– noncompliance with guidance
documents is not a basis for proving
violations of the FCA
• Impact: stronger grounds to challenge FCA
suit when DOJ’s evidence is based in
guidance materials
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Increased Penalties
• Penalties have nearly doubled to
$11,181 to $22,363 for FCA violations
after Nov. 1, 2015
– More and more cases are subject to the
higher penalty amounts

• Penalties will be adjusted annually for
inflation
• Potential for more 8th amendment
challenges
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Trends to Monitor
• Number of FCA cases and recovery
amounts remain high under new
administration
• Higher penalties continue to loom
• DOJ guidelines may signal a shift
– Federal FCA legislation and DOJ
enforcement history have disfavored
contractors for years
– DOJ policies this year may reign in
relators and articulate some boundaries
“There is no shortage of FCA allegations that we can pursue, so we
want to focus our attention on the most worthy of cases.”
--Deputy Associate Attorney General Stephen Cox (Feb. 2018)
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Life After Escobar

Universal Health Services, Inc. v. United States ex
rel. Escobar, 136 S.Ct. 1989 (2016)
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Life After Escobar
• Escobar validated implied certification theory of
liability—i.e., where a contractor requests
payment but fails to disclose noncompliance
with material requirements
• Imposed a “rigorous” materiality standard
• Laid out several factors that might contribute to
a finding of materiality, including evidence that
the government consistently pays claims in the
face of noncompliance
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An Oft-Cited Footnote
• In the two years since the decision,
nearly 300 opinions have cited Escobar,
including almost every court of appeals
• Escobar 136 S. Ct. at 2004 n.6:
materiality test not too fact intensive for
dispositive motions
• A number of circuits have been willing to
affirm dismissals on the basis of
materiality at MTD or SJ stage
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Affirming SJ Dismissal
• U.S. ex rel. McBride v. Halliburton, 848 F.3d 1027
(D.C. Cir. 2017)
– DCAA investigated allegations of inflated
headcount data and did not disallow costs
• U.S. ex rel. Kelly v. Serco, Inc., 846 F.3d 325 (9th Cir.
2017)
– Government knew cost reports did not comply
with earned value management guidelines and
still accepted reports
• Abbott v. BP Exploration & Prod., 851 F.3d 384 (5th
Cir. 2017)
– Government aware of non-compliance with
engineering regulations yet allowed defendant’s
17
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Affirming MTD
• In U.S. ex rel. Folliard v. Comstor Corp.
(DDC 2018), relator alleged that
defendants violated the FCA by selling
non-TAA compliant products
• Held: Relator failed to adequately plead
sufficient facts to show that sale of TAA
compliant products was material to
government’s payment decision
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Affirming MTD, cont.
• D’Agostino v. ev3 Inc., 845 F.3d 1 (1st
Cir. 2016)
– alleged false statements to FDA not
material because FDA did not withdraw
device approval after allegations
surfaced

• U.S. ex rel. Petratos v. Genentech Inc.
855 F.3d 481 (3d Cir. 2017)
– failure to plead materiality because FDA
continued to approve drug after
allegations surfaced
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Impact of Intervention Decision
on Material Analysis
• In Petratos, DOJ’s decision not to
intervene was a factor that weighed
against a finding of materiality
• But, in U.S. ex rel. Omar Badr v. Triple
Canopy, 857 F.3d 174 (4th Cir. 2017),
DOJ’s decision to intervene was
considered evidence of materiality
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Who Knew and When Did They
Know It
• In U.S. ex rel. Campie v. Gilead Scis., Inc., 862
F.3d 890 (9th Cir. 2017), relator alleged that
defendant falsified information about drug
suppliers to gain FDA approval
• Defendant argued that gov’t continued to
make payments despite awareness of
violations
• Ninth Circuit: too many factual questions to
resolve at the MTD stage because the parties
disputed what the government knew and
when
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Escobar Redux?
• April 16, 2018: the Supreme Court called for the views
of the Solicitor General as to whether the Court should
grant cert in Campie
• “Question Presented: Whether an FCA allegation fails
when the Government continued to approve and pay
for products after learning of alleged regulatory
infractions and the pleadings offer no basis for
overcoming the strong inference of immateriality that
arises from the Government’s response. ”
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Developments in the Law
• Does SOL tolling provision apply when the
government declines to intervene?
• What constitutes an “obligation” under the
reverse FCA?
• Does the “reasonable interpretation defense” still
preclude a finding of scienter?
• How broad is the scope of the government-action
bar?
• Is statistical sampling an appropriate methodology
for establishing FCA liability and damages?
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Statute of Limitations: Does SOL
tolling provision apply when the
government declines to intervene?
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Does SOL tolling provision apply when the
government declines to intervene?
“A civil action under section 3730 may not be brought—
(1) more than 6 years after the date on which the violation
of section 3729 is committed, or
(2) more than 3 years after the date when facts material to
the right of action are known or reasonably should have
been known by the official of the United States charged with
responsibility to act in the circumstances, but in no event
more than 10 years after the date on which the violation is
committed, whichever occurs last.”
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Does SOL tolling provision apply when the
government declines to intervene?
• 4th and 10th Circuits: § 3731(b)(2) - tolling provision only applies if the Gov’t has intervened in the action.
– U.S. ex rel. Sanders v. N. Am. Bus Indus., Inc. 546 F.3d 288
(4th Cir. 2008) (“Congress intended Section 3731(b)(2) to
extend the FCA's default six-year period only in cases in which
the Government is a party, rather than to produce the bizarre
scenario in which the limitations period in a relator's action
depends on the knowledge of a nonparty to the action.”)
– U.S. ex rel. Sikkenga v. Regence Bluecross Blueshield of Utah,
472 F.3d 702 (10th Cir. 2006) (“Surely, Congress could not
have intended to base a statute of limitations on the
knowledge of a non-party.”)
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Does SOL tolling provision apply when the
government declines to intervene?
•

•

•
•

In U.S. ex rel. Hunt v. Cochise Consultancy, Inc., 887
F.3d 1081 (11th Cir. April 11, 2018), relator disclosed
to authorities information providing the underpinning to
his qui tam case while agents interviewed him about a
different fraud scheme.
Relator brought action more than 6 yrs. after alleged
conduct but within 3 yrs. of his disclosure to authorities.
Gov’t declined to intervene.
District court dismissed case as time barred holding that
relator could not take advantage of § 3731(b)(2) given
Gov’t decision not to intervene.
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Does SOL tolling provision apply when the
government declines to intervene?
•

11th Circuit reversed, finding that “nothing in § 3731(b)(2)
says that its limitations period is unavailable to relators
when the Government declines to intervene.”

•

Rejected defendants’ argument that allowing relator to
rely on tolling provision when Gov’t declined to intervene
would lead to an “absurd result” because limitations
period would depend on the knowledge of a nonparty.
– Court found that even if Gov’t declines to intervene,
it still “remains the real party in interest and retains
significant control over the case.”
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Does SOL tolling provision apply when the
government declines to intervene?
• In finding that a relator can avail itself of 3731(b)(2),
11th Circuit joined 9th Circuit and split with the 4th
and 10th Circuits that have held that the second
prong of the FCA's SOL applies only to the Gov’t.
• 11th Circuit also held that it is the knowledge of a
Gov’t official, not the relator, that triggers the
limitations period – split from 9th Circuit’s holding in
United States ex rel. Hyatt v. Northrop Corp., 91 F.3d
1211 (9th Cir. 1996)
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Reverse FCA: What constitutes an
“obligation” to pay money to the
Government?
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What constitutes an “obligation” to pay
money to the Government?
•

3729(a)(1)(G) – known as the reverse FCA – provides liability when
one “knowingly conceals or knowingly and improperly avoids or
decreases an obligation to pay or transmit money or property to the
Government.”

•

Liability requires the existence of an “obligation” to pay money to the
Gov’t, which the 2009 FERA amendments to the FCA defined as:

“[A]n established duty, whether or not fixed,
arising from an express or implied contractual,
grantor-grantee, or licensor-licensee
relationship, from a fee-based or similar
relationship, from statute or regulation, or
from the retention of any overpayment.”
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What constitutes an “obligation” to pay
money to the Government?
U.S. ex rel. Petras v. Simparel, Inc., 857 F.3d 497 (3d Cir. 2017)
• Relator alleged that Simparel improperly avoided obligation to
pay accrued dividends to an investor after it had been placed into
receivership and was being operated by SBA.
• Court found that there was no “obligation” to repay under the
reverse FCA because payment was contingent on either the
board’s declaration of dividends or the company’s liquidation.
U.S. ex rel. Barrick v. Parker-Migliorini Int’l, LLC, 878 F.3d 1224 (10th
Cir. 2017)
• Relator alleged that PMI avoided paying inspection fees to the
USDA by providing inaccurate destinations for their meat exports.
• Court found that there was no established obligation to pay
inspection costs because payment depended on a future
discretionary act by a third party – PMI’s supplier needed to
report specific information to the USDA.
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Scienter: Does the “reasonable
interpretation defense” still
preclude a finding of knowledge?
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Does the “reasonable interpretation
defense” preclude a finding of knowledge?
•

Courts have held that the reasonable interpretation of an ambiguous
regulation precludes a finding of scienter.

•

U.S. ex rel. Purcell v. MWI Corp., 807 F.3d 281 (D.C. Cir. 2015), cert.
denied, 137 S. Ct. 625, 196 L. Ed. 2d 516 (2017)
– Defendant did not act knowingly where government failed to
warn defendant away from its otherwise facially reasonable
interpretation of an undefined and ambiguous term.
U.S. ex rel. Donegan v. Anesthesia Assoc. of Kansas City, 833 F.3d 874
(8th Cir. 2016)
– Defendant's reasonable interpretation of the ambiguous term
“emergence” “belie[d] the scienter necessary to establish a claim
of fraud under the FCA.”

•
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Does the “reasonable interpretation
defense” preclude a finding of knowledge?
U.S. ex rel. Phalp v. Lincare Holdings, 857 F.3d 1148 (11th Cir. 2017)
• Trial court dismissed action, finding that whenever a defendant
can show that its conduct was consistent with a reasonable
interpretation of an ambiguous regulation, the conduct was not
a knowing violation.
• 11th Circuit affirmed dismissal, but rejected the district
court’s knowledge standard, explaining that:
– It would permit post hoc reasonable interpretations that
shielded defendants from liability.
– the proper approach is “whether the defendant actually
knew or should have known that its conduct violated a
regulation in light of any ambiguity at the time of the alleged
violation.”
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Government Action Bar
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How broad is the government action bar?
•

The “Government-action bar”—31 USCA § 3730(e)(3)—
prohibits a relator from bringing a qui tam suit “based
upon allegations or transactions which are the subject of
a civil suit … in which the Government is already a party.”

•

U.S. ex rel. Bennett v. Biotronik, Inc., 876 F.3d 1011 (9th
Cir. 2017)
– Gov’t action bar applies even where the original
action is no longer pending
– Gov’t does not cease to be a party even after the
action has concluded.
– When the Gov’t intervenes in an FCA case, it
“becomes a ‘party’ to the suit as a whole,” “unsettled
claims and all.”
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Statistical Sampling
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Is statistical sampling an appropriate
methodology for establishing FCA liability?
U.S. ex rel. Michaels et al. v. Agape Senior Community
Inc., 848 F.3d 330 (4th Cir. 2017).
• Dismissed interlocutory appeal as “improvidently
granted” in light of the panel’s view that statistical
sampling is an evidentiary issue, rather than a pure
question of law.
• Concluded that the U.S. attorney general possesses an
absolute veto power over voluntary settlements in qui
tam actions – even in non-intervened cases.
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